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It is shown that if A and B are uniformly separated closed subsets of a locally 
compact Abelian group r and A and B are in the coset ring of r with the discrete 
topology then there is a compactly supported measure on the dual of r with 
Fourier transform equal to one on A and zero on B. 6 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. I~TRoDuc720N 
Let G be a Hausdorff locally compact Abelian group and let r= G be its 
dual group. An interesting and probably difficult problem is to give 
necessary and sufficient topological or algebraic conditions on two disjoint 
subsets A and B or r such that there is a measure p E M(G) with ji = 1 on 
A and fi = 0 on B. Special cases of such results are needed in the paper of 
Lin et al. [6] and in the papers [l, 23. 
The two main results of this paper deal with this problem. 
THEOREM 0.1. Zf A and B are closed subsets of r and A and B are in the 
coset ring of r,, r with the discrete topology, then the following are 
equivalent : 
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(1) there exists a neighborhood W of 0 in r such that 
(A+ W)nB=@, 
(2) there exists a compactly supported measure u E M(G) such that 
t?(y) = 1 for all y E A and /i(r) = 0 for all y E B. 
PROPOSITION 0.2. Suppose that A is a closed subset of T which is in the 
coset ring of r, and W is an open neighborhood of 0 in IY Then there is a 
measure ,u E M(G) with jI = 1 on A and ji = 0 on the complement of A + W. 
The proof of Proposition 0.2 is substantially easier than that of 
Theorem 0.1. The latter requires a technical argument based in part on the 
principal structure theorem for LCA groups. Because of these difficulties we 
will prove Proposition 0.2 first and break the proof of Theorem 0.1 into a 
sequence of lemmas. This paper is organized into four sections. In Sec- 
tion 1, we will prove Proposition 0.2. In Section 2, we will make several 
reductions in preparation for the proof of Theorem 0.1. In Section 3, we 
will prove Theorem 0.1 assuming an essential technical proposition. 
Finally, in Section 4, we will prove this technical proposition in full. 
In part, the purpose of this paper is to correct an error in [2] (see [ 31). 
In [2, Lemma 1.51, the implication (iii) implies (i) is false under the stated 
hypothesis. This leaves a gap in the proof of [2, Lemma 1.61 which this 
paper repairs. We will use the same notation as in [2]. Also, as in [2], 
Q(r) wil,l denote the coset ring of r and 0,(T) will denote the sets closed 
in r which are in Q(r,), the coset ring of r with the discrete topology. Any 
unexplained notation can be found in [2] or the books of Rudin [9] and 
Hewitt and Ross [S]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
It is convenient to introduce 
DEFINITION 1.1. Given two disjoint subsets A and B of r, ~1 EM(G) is 
said to be a separating measure for (A, B) if P(y) = 1 for all y E A and 
P(y) = 0 for all y E B. 
Note that if p is a separating measure for (A, B) then 6,--p is a 
separating measure for (B, A). 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of the uniform continuity of 
the Fourier transform. 
LEMMA 1.2. If a separating measure xists for (A, B), then there exists a 
neighborhood W of 0 in r with (A + W) n (B + W) = 0. 
In general the converse of Lemma 1.2 is false. For example let r be 
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discrete, and let A be a subset of r and B its complement. The uniform 
separation of the sets is trivial (take W= {0}), but by Cohen’s theorem a 
separating measure exists if and only if A is in Q(T). 
On the other hand, if we assume that one of the sets is in Q,(f) then 
Proposition 0.2 asserts that a separating measure does exist. 
Proof of Proposition 0.2. By the characterization of Q,.(T) due to 
Gilbert [4], Schreiber [ 111, and Saeki [lo] we may assume that 
where {y,: i= 1, 2, . . . . n} c f, for each i, {yii: j= 1, 2, . . . . ni} c Ti, Ti is a 
closed subgroup of f and for each j, I”,. is a clopen subgroup of Ti (if there 
are no TV’s we take ni = 0). First we will show that it is sufficient o prove 
the proposition in the case when n = 1. Indeed, if for each i, pi is a 
separating measure for (A i, r\(A, + IV)) where 
then 
v=6,-(6,-~,,)*(6,-~,)*...* (&l-P,) 
is the required measure. 
By translation of A, by - y i we may also assume that y1 = 0. Indeed, 
if p is a separating measure for (-y, + A,, T\(-y, + A+ IV), then 
T1 p is a separating measure for (A,, T\(A, + W)). Also, -y1 + A, = 
r,\U$ i - y, + ylj + rlj and hence we may assume that A = A, = I-,\ 
Uj= 1 cj + Cj where cj E r, for j = 1,2, . . . . k and each Cj is a clopen subgroup 
of ri. Because each Cj is clopen in fi we can choose a symmetric open 
neighborhood IV, of 0 in f such that W,c W and such that for all 
j= 1, 2, . ..) k and c, c’ E r,, 
(C+Cj+ wCl)U(C’+Cj+ wo)=O if c-c’$Cj. (1) 
As in Rosenthal [S, p. 1891, given a closed subgroup Hc r and U an 
open neighborhood of 0, there exists a p E M(Hl) c M(G) such that 
F(y) = 1 for all y E H+ U,, for some U,, an open neighborhood of 0, and 
k(y) = 0 for all y E T\(H+ U). For each i we can use this result to find 
,+ E M(Cf ) c M(G) such that fii(y) = 0 for all y E r\( Ci + W,) and Pi(y) = 1 
for all y E Ci+ Ui, where Ui is a neighborhood of 0, Ui c W,. Let 
vi= &, - Eipi. Then G,(y) =0 for all y E ci+ Ci+ Ui and o,(y) = 1 for 
y E f\(Ci + Ci + Wo). 
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Ofcourse UicFV,cWforalliandthusifv,=v,*v,*~~~*v,, 
cl(Y) = 0 forall YE i, ci+Ci+Ui 
i=l 
and 
63(Y) = 1 for YE fi T\ci+Ci+ W,. 
i=l 
Moreover, 
if)1 r\ci + ci + wO 
=r\i, Ci+Ci+ WCjX(T,+ Wo) fi Ci+Ci+ w. 
i= 1 \ i=l 
=(r*\iQ, ,,.i)+ wO. 
The last equality follows from (1). 
Let WA= n;= i Ui and again by the construction of Rosenthal find 
~,,EM(T:)~M(G) such that j&(r)=0 for all JJE~\(~~ + WA) and 
j&(r) = 1 for all y E r, + U, for some neighborhood of 0, U. 
If there are no C;s, p0 is the required measure. Otherwise let p = p0 * v,,. 
Clearly fi(y) = 1 for all y E r,\U;, , ci + Ci and ji(y) = 0 for all 
yE[r\(r,+ WA)]u (j ci+ci+uilr 
i= 1 
\((ri\u ,+,i)+ w)9 
because WA c Ui c W. Hence, p meets our requirements. 1 
Remark 1.3. Generally, p in Proposition 0.2 will not be compactly sup- 
ported. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose that A, BE Qc(r) and there exists an open 
neighborhood W of 0, with (A + W) n B = 0. Then there exists p E M(G) 
with fi(y) = 1 for all y E A and h(y) = 0 for all y E B. 
Remark 1.5. Proposition 0.2 is the correct version of [2, Lemma 1.51 
which was used in the proof of [2, Theorem 2.31 to characterize the com- 
plemented ideals with discrete hull. Thus, [2, Theorem 2.31 is valid and 
does not depend on the more dillicult [2, Lemma 1.63 (Theorem 0.1 of this 
paper). 
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Remark 1.6. Proposition 0.2 provides a simple way to obtain the 
needed measure for the proof of [ 1, Theorem 2.11. In this way any use of 
the Bohr compactilication may be avoided. 
2. REDUCTION 
We will now begin the preparations for the proof of Theorem 0.1. First 
note that if A, BE Q,.(T) and there is an open neighborhood of 0, W, such 
that (A + W) n B = @ then the same is true for subsets of A and B. Thus 
suppose 
and 
Then for each i and k, if 
and 
then 
(A,+ W)nB,=@. 
Moreover if there is compactly supported measure j& which separates 
(h, Bk), then 
p=d,-fi * do- fi *pik 
i=l k=l 
is a compactly supported separating measure for (A, B). Thus, it is suf- 
ficient to prove Theorem 0.1 in the case in which m = 1 and n = 1 in the 
representation of A and B above. 
Let A=y,+(T,\B,) and B=y,+(T,\B,) where ~~i,y~~r, r1 and r, 
are closed subgroups of r, B, E C?(r, ) and B, E Q(r,). 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let yj, rj, j= 1, 2, be as above. Zf yl-yyz$r, +r2, then 
there is a purely atomic compactly supported separating measure for (A, B). 
Proof: Let gEG such that (y2-y,, g)=cr# 1 and (y, g)= 1 for all 
y~r,+r,. Consider the measure p=(l -a)-‘y,(&,-~6,). 
If Y E r, , 
fi(Yl +y)=(l -wC(Y,~ -s><r1 +Y, -g>-al 
=(l-cr)-‘[(y, -g)-a]=l. 
mJ*+Y)=U-WC(Y,r -g)(Y,+Y, -g>-cl1 
=(l-@)rlC(Y,-Y*, -g>(?J, -g>-aI=@ 
Hence ji(y) = 1 for all y E A and G(y) = 0 for all y E B. a 
Note that in this case B, and B, are of no significance; i.e., we are 
separating (yi + ri, y2 + r,). It follows that we may assume that 
yi - y2erl +r,. It is easier to deal with the translates yi and y2 if 
yi - y2 E ri + T2. Since this might not be the case, a technical argument 
dealing with y, and yz is needed in the proof of Theorem 0.1. But at least, 
by translating by -yi, we can assume yi = 0 and y2 E r, + r2 in the 
remainder of this paper. 
The next lemma says that we can assume r= r, + r, too. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose C is a closed subgroup of r and A, B are closed 
subsets of C with a compactly supported separating measure pO E M(c) for 
(A, B). Then there is a compactly supported separating measure p E M(f) for 
(A, B). 
Proof. Let G,= C’ c G; so C= G/G,. Define VEM(~) = M(G) by 
~c~f;~~~b~~o~~~ -+-hd;$h)) &A g + GJ for allf E C,(G). Let K be 
,, I> supp(p,), then K + G,, I> supp(u). But v 
might not have compact support. So let 4 be a Bruhat function for Go such 
that supp( 4) n (K + G,) is compact (see Reiter [9, Chap. 8, Sect. 1.81). 
Let p = #u. Then p E M(G) and p has compact su=rt. Since 
Jo0 #(g + h) dmo,(h) = 1 f or all g E G, we have for all y E C = G/Go, 
g+h)7k+h)dm,,@) dMg+G,) > 
= sG/@ y(g) J-G, ~(g+h)dm,,(h)d~,(g+G,) 
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J G/Go 
zz 
I 
Y(g + Go) &,k + Go) G,Go 
= Co(Y 1. 
Since pLo was a separating measure for (A, B), A, B c C, p is a separating 
measure for (A, B) too. 1 
We assume then for the rest of this paper that r= r, + &. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose A = T,\B,, B = yz + (f,\B,) where PI and Tz are 
closed subgroups of r, y2 E I-, B, E Q(T, ) and B, E LI(r,). If there is a 
neighborhood W of 0 in r such that (A + W) A B = 0, then for any 
neighborhood of 0, W,, there is a compact subgroup K of r, KC W,, such 
that T/K has a clopen identity component and 
C((r, + K)\(B, + K)) + W’l n (YZ + C(r, + K)\(& + WI) = 0 
for some K invariant neighborhood of 0, w’. Hence, tf W, is small enough 
and there is a compactly supported separat&g measure for ((r, + K)\ 
(B, + K), yz + [(f, + K\(B,+ K)]), in M(I’/K), then there is a compactly 
supported separating measure for (A, B) in M(P). 
Proof By the Principal Structure theorem (see [S, (5.14) and (9.6)], 
the neighborhood of 0, Wn W,, contains a compact subgroup K such that 
17/K has a clopen identity component. Let A’ = (r, + K)\(B, + K) and 
B’ = yz + [(r, + K)\(B, + K)]. If A’ and B’ are not uniformly separated 
then there are nets (y?) c ri, (k;) c K, i = 1,2 such that y; + k; $ Bi + K and 
y; + k; - ( yz + y; + k;) --) 0 as n + co. We may assume that (k$ converges 
to an element ki E K, i = 1,2. It follows that yy + k, - (y2 + y; + k,) -+ 0 and 
that y; - y; - y2 must belong to W for large n; but the requirement hat 
y; + k; $ Bi + K implies that y; I$ B,, i.e., y: E Ti\Bi, violating the uniform 
separation of A and B by W. This contradiction proves the first part. Now, 
if W, is sufficiently small and there is a separating measure p in M(K’) for 
(A’, B’), then A c A’, B c B’, and the measure ,D is a separating measure for 
(A, B) in M(f). 1 
Remark 2.4. This lemma says that we may assume r, + Tz = r has a 
clopen identity component; so we do assume this in the remainder of the 
paper. 
Our next lemma will allow us to remove the superfluous part of the 
subgroups r, and r,. For example, if rl = Z x Z x (0) and 
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r, = (0) x fi Zx Z, then the separation issue concerns only the sub- 
groups (0) XZX (0) and (0) x$Zx (0). 
LEMMA 2.5. if r, + f, has clopen identity component, then there exist 
clopen subgroups H, c Z,, H, c Z, such that 
(1) Z1\H, is untformly separated from Z,, 
(2) Z,\H, is untformly separated from Z, , 
(3) H, + Hz/Hi is connectedfor i= 1,2. 
Proof Let r,, be the identity component of rr +r,. Let H, = 
r, n (r, + r,) and H, = Zz n (H, + Z’,). Because r, is clopen in rl + Tz, 
each Hi is clopen in ri. 
Claim(i). fr,+r,=r,+r,. 
Indeed, H, + Tzc r, + r, and if XE r, + r,, then there are nets 
(y;) E ri, i = 1,2 such that x = limy; + 7;. Hence y; + y; E Tz + r,, eventually 
and thus yy E (r, + r,) and 7; E r,. 
Thus x E H, + r2 as claimed. 
Claim (ii). H, + H, = H, + r,. 
Clearly H, + H, c H, + r,,. If x E H, + r,, then XE r, + r,, and by 
claim (i) there are nets (7;) c H,, (7;) c r2 with x = lim y; + 7;. Hence 
y; + y; E H, + r, eventually and so y; E H, + r,,. Therefore x E H, + H, as 
claimed. 
Claim (ii) shows that H, + HJH, = (H, + r,)/H,, and this is connected 
because r, is connected. Also it is clear from the definition of H, that 
Z1\H, is uniformly separated from r2. Note that Z,\H, and r, are 
uniformly separated because (r, + r,) n r, = (r, + r,) n (r, + r,) n r, 
= (H, +Z’,) n (r,+r,) n rz = H, since ((T,\H,)+r,) n (r,+r,) = 
(Z,\H, ) n (r, + I’,,) = 0. This equality gives a symmetric way of defining 
H, and shows that H, + H,= (H2+Z0). Thus H, + HJH, is also 
connected. 1 
Remark 2.6. H, + H, = H, + r, shows that r, is the identity com- 
ponent of H, + H, too. 
To complete the reduction to considering only H, and H, (in the case 
that yz = 0), we need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.7. Zf Z, and Zz are closed subgroups of r and H, c Z, is a 
clopen subgroup with TI\H, and Z, uniformly separated, then there is a com- 
pactly supported measure P(E M(G) which is a separating measure for 
u-w. rd. 
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Proof. Let H= H, + r2, Because T1\H, and Tz are uniformly 
separated, H is clopen in r= r1 + Tz. Indeed, to see that H is open, let 
(r,!Jer, and (yi)cr, such that yA+yi+O. Since T,\H, and r2 are 
uniformly separated, Y!,E H, for n sufficiently large, i.e., r: + $E H, + r2. 
By the easy part of Cohen’s theorem [9, p. 601, there is an idempotent 
measure ALE M(G) (hence a compactly supported measure) such that fi =0 
on H and ji = 1 on T\H. But H 2 Tr, and the uniform separation of T,\H, 
and r, shows that H n (T,\H, ) = a. So the proof is complete. l 
Remark 2.8. If we did not have r= ri + r, as*inherent assumption 
here, then by using Lemma 2.2 to lift p from r, + r2 to G, Lemma 2.7 
could still be proved; hence, the next lemma is true too even if m is 
not all of r. 
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose that T, and r2 are closed subgroups of r and H, 
and H, are clopen subgroups of r, and r2, respectively, such that T,\H, and 
T, are untformly separated and T,\H, and f, are uniformly separated. If 
there is a compactly supported separating measure for (H,\B,, H2\B2), then 
there is a compactly supported separating measure for (T,\B, , T,\B,). 
Proof By Lemma 2.7 there are compactly supported separating 
measures p, and pz for (T,\H,, r,) and (T,\H,, r,), respectively. Let CL, 
be the given compactly supported separating measure for (H,\B,, H,\B,). 
A simple computation shows that ,U = 6, - (6, - pi) * (6, - (6, - pLz) * pL3) 
is a compactly supported separating measure for (T,\B,, T,\B,). [ 
We have now seen that if y2 = 0, then we need only consider the problem 
of separating (H,\B,, H,\B,), where H, + Hz/H, and H, + HJH, are 
connected. In the next section we will state a technical proposition about 
this case and use it to prove Theorem 0.1. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
By combining the results of the last section with the following 
proposition we will be able to prove Theorem 0.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that H, and H, are closed subgroups of r, 
H, + H, has a clopen identity component, and H, + HJH, is connected for 
i = 1, 2. Assume that for i = 1, 2, Bi is a finite union of cosets of clopen sub- 
groups of Hi, and that H,\B, and H,\B, are uniformly separated. Then for 
i = 1, 2 there exists a subgroup Li of Hi, such that L, is the intersection of the 
subgroups with cosets in the representation of B,, which are offinite index in 
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Hi, [Hi : Li] < co, and there is a finite union of cosets of Li, B:, with 
B,: c Bi, such that H,\B; and H,\B; are uniformly separated. 
Remark 3.2. Either L, = @ or L, = 0 is possible, but not both. We 
will see that if L, = 0 then Lz = H, and vice versa. 
The proof of this proposition is delayed until Section 4. An example of 
the situation which this proposition handles is the following. Let f = Z x T, 
H, = {(n, e’“‘): n E Z}, H, = {(n, e’“)): n E Z}, with tI and 4 rationally 
independent. The proposition says that in order for H,\B, and H,\B, to 
be uniformly separated there must be integers n, and n2 such that 
B,~B~=U(kj,ei“~e)+{(I,e”e):I~n,Z} and B2~B~=~(mj,eim~4)+ 
{(I, e”&): I E n,Z}. Of course in this case we may in fact assume that n, = n2 
and it is necessary that the projections of H,\B, and H,\B, into Z be 
disjoint. Thus, for example, B, = { (2k + 1, diCzk+ I)‘): k E Z} and B, = 
((2k, e’*@): keZ} would be adequate. 
This proposition should be compared with the following known result 
from group theory. 
LEMMA 3.3. rf G, , G2, . . . . Gk are subgroups of an abelian group G and 
u%, gi+GiIG, then ifS={i: [G:G,]<oo}, then Uit9 g,+G,~G. 
Proof: The proof is routine using [9, p. 81-J. 1 
Remark 3.4. If we know that (H, + H2)/(H1 n H2) is topologically 
isomorphic to H,/(H, n Hz)0 H,/H, n H, in Proposition 3.1, then 
Lemma 3.3 can be used to give a fairly simple proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Since this is not the case, the proof of 3.1 is harder, but Lemma 3.3 will still 
play a central role in the proof. 
We are ready to prove Theorem 0.1. We recapitulate some of the sim- 
plifying steps of Section 2 for clarity and completeness. 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Lemma 2.1 and the remarks preceding it show 
that we need only consider pairs y, + (f,\B,) and y2 + (T,\B,) such that 
y1 - y2 E r, + T2. Clearly by translating by - y i, we may assume that 
yi = 0. Further by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we can assume that r= ri + r2 
and r has a clopen identity component. 
First assume y2 = 0. Now Lemmas 2.5, 2.7, and 2.9 apply and we see that 
we may replace f, and r2 by H, and H, so that the hypotheses of 
Proposition 3.1 are satisfied. By that proposition we have 
H,\B; = lJy! i xi + L, and H,\B; = lJJ.‘=, y, + L, with H,\B’, and H,\B; 
uniformly separated and B: c Bi, i = 1, 2. Clearly this implies that each pair 
(xi + L,, y,+ L2) is uniformly separated and thus by Lemma 2.1 there is a 
purely atomic compactly supported separating measure pLii for this pair. Let 
P==s,-nz, * (6, - n;=, * pii). It is easy to see that p is a purely atomic 
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compactly supported separating measure for (H,\B; , H,\B;) and thus for 
(H,\B, 7 H,\&). 
If yz #O then there are nets (yL)cr,, i= 1,2, such that 
lim yA+yt+ y2=0. Hence for large n, yA+yi+yz+ (T,\B,) and 
y2 + (T,\B,) are uniformly separated. Translating by --yi - yz we see that 
T,\(yj, + B,) and r,\( - yi + B2) are uniformly separated, and thus there is 
a compactly supported separating measure pL, for each pair, as above. Now 
recall that the subgroups Hi depend only upon fl and r, and L, is the 
intersection of the subgroups of finite index in Hi in the representation of 
B,. Thus the choice of Lj is independent of yt, and consequently, a finite 
number of different p, will suffice. Hence, we may assume by passing to a 
subnet of (Y:~) that p = p, is the same for all n. Let v, = yip. 
Because p is compactly supported, there is a w* limit point v of v,, in 
C(supp(p))* with supp(v) c supp(p). Because c,,(y) = 0 for all y E T,\B, 
and for all n, G(y) = 0 for all y E T,\B,. On the other hand c,,(y) = 1 for all 
Y E Y; + (r,\(B, + Y:)) = rt, + Y: + (f,\B,). 
We have that yA+ yi -+ -yz uniformly on supp@) and v, + v, w* in 
C(supp(p))*, so clearly c(y) = 1 for all y E -yz + (T,\B,); i.e., v is a com- 
pactly supported separating measure for ( -y2 + (T,\B,), T,\B,). Thus 
Theorem 0.1 is proved. 1 
Remark 3.5. Note that in the reduced case, i.e., for (H,\B,, H,\B,) as 
in Proposition 3.1, we actual get that the separating measure is purely 
atomic too. 
Remark 3.6. This proof of Theorem 0.1 shows that [2, Lemma 1.61 is 
valid. 
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1 
Throughout this section the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 will be 
assumed. We will also always rewrite the representation of each B, to 
eliminate superfluous sets and regularize the representation. First suppose 
B, = UT!, ci + Ci and B, = U;= 1 dj + Dj where each Ci, respectively, D,, is 
a clopen subgroup of H,, respectively, H,. (It may be that B, or B, = @ in 
whichcase wetakem=Oorn=O.)Let L,=n{Ci:[H,:Ci]<oo) and 
L, = n { 0,: [H, : D,] < co }. Clearly we can replace each Ci, such that 
[H, : C;] < co, by a finite union of cosets of L,. Similarly we can replace 
the Dj of finite index in H, by a finite number of cosets of L,. In this way 
we have that there is a unique subgroup of finite index in H, in the 
representation of B, and the similar situation in B,. (Of course we must 
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show that there are in fact some subgroups Cj or Dj of finite index.) In 
general, we can replace any subgroup Cj for which there is a subgroup C, 
with [C,: Ci n C,] < cc by a finite number of cosets of Cj n C, so that we 
may assume that in the representation of B, if CC,: Gin C,] < cc for some i
and I then Ci = C,. We also want the analogous property to hold in the 
representation of B,. Let us also eliminate from B, any superfluous 
ci,, + C,; i.e., we may assume that ci, + C,\U,,s ci+ Ci is not separated 
from H,\B,. We will do the same for the d, + Dj in B,. Note that the 
statement of Proposition 3.1 is about the Lls and there is no significant 
change in those sets under these modifications of the representations. 
In summary, we assume B, = Uy! i c, + Ci and B, = U,“= 1 d, + D, such 
that: 
(i) Ci, respectively, Di, is a clopen subgroup of H,, respectively, 
H,, for each i. 
(ii) If [C,: C,n C,] < co, respectively, [Di: Din D,] < co, for some 
i, 1 then Ci= C,, respectively, Di= D,. Also, there is at most one Ci, respec- 
tively, D,, of finite index in H,, respectively, H,. 
(iii) For each i, H,\U ,+, c, + C, and H,\B, are not uniformly 
separated and H,\lJ,+id,+ D, and H,\B, are not uniformly separated. 
(None of the cosets are superfluous.) 
As noted above, we must show some Ci or 0, is of finite index in H, or 
H,, respectively. As a preliminary step, we introduce the following 
definition and prove Lemma 4.2. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A subgroup Ci, respectively, Dj, is large if and only if 
- - 
Ci + H, = H, + H,, respectively, H, + D, = H, + H,. 
LEMMA 4.2. At least one of the C,‘s or Dis is large. 
- - 
Proof. If Cj + H, and H, + Dj are nowhere dense in H, + H, for all i, j, ____ - 
then B, + H, u H, + B, is also nowhere dense. Hence there are nets ~ - 
(7:) c H,, i = 1,2, such that 7: + yi 4 B, + H, u Hi + B, and lim, rf, + JJ~ = 0. 
Clearly y: E H,\B, and 7: E H,\B,, contradicting the uniform separation of 
H,\B, and H,JB,. 
Suppose then that C, + H, has interior. This means that C, + H, is 
clopen in H, + H,. But m/m is a discrete quotient of the con- - - 
netted group H, + Hz/H, and thus H, + H, = C, + H,. 1 
Remark 4.3. If C, is of finite index in H,, then it is large because 
C, + H, would have interior and the end of the proof of 4.2 applies. 
We assume now that if any Ci is of finite index in H, or Di is finite index 
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in H,, then be relabeling sets, C, is finite index in H,. In any case, we can 
at least assume C, is large by Lemma 4.1 and Remark 4.3. The next lemma 
is critical for proving Proposition 3.1 by induction. 
LEMMA 4.4 (Elimination Procedure). Assume C, is large. If 
H,\B, # 0, then we can find B’, = UT! i c; + C; and B; = U;h, d,’ + 0; such 
that for each I, C; = Ci for some i depending on 1, but C; # C, for all 1, and 
0; = Dj for some j depending on 1; and H,\B’, and H,\B; are uniformly 
separated. 
Proof Let Bi = lJi,zF ci+Ci where F= {i:Ci#C,} and let hEH,\B, 
(B, = @ is a possibility). Because C, is large there are nets (CA) c C, and 
(r’,k H, with lim,cj,+yt=h. Now cf,+y,!,-h+[(h+C,)\B,]#@ 
because Lemma 3.3 and (ii) guarantee that h + C, is not contained in 3,. 
Also, CA + yz - h + [(h + C,)\B,] and H,\B, are uniformly separated for 
large n because H,\B, and H,\B, are uniformly separated. Thus 
C,\(cA -h + 8,) and H2\( -yi + B2) are uniformly separated for large n. 
Again using the fact that C, is large we can find nets (c,,~) c C, and 
(~i,i)‘Hz, for each i$F, such that lim, c,,~ + & = ci. Because 
c;+[C,\(cj,-h+B,)] andci+[H,\(-yz+B,)] areuniformlyseparated 
for large n, we have for large n, ci+ [C,\(cA--h+B,)] and 
c,,~ + yi, i - cj + ci + [ H2\( - yi+ B,)] are uniformly separated. Hence 
(ci+ C,)\(ci-~,,~+cf,--h+ B,) and H,\(yi,i-yi+ B,) are uniformly 
separated. If B~=~,~U~~~(c~-c~,~+c~-h+~,) and B;=B,u 
UlcF (yi,;- yt + B,), then H,\B; and H,\B; are uniformly separated for 
large n as claimed. This completes the proof of the elimination 
procedure. 1 
Remark 4.5. This lemma reduces the total number M + N if M is the 
number of distinct Ci and N is the number of distinct Dj. 
LEMMA 4.6. Either H, = B,, H, = B,, or some Ci is finite index in H, 
and some Dj is finite index in H,. 
Proof Let M be the number of distinct Ci and N be the number of 
distinct 0,. We prove the lemma by induction on MS N. If M+ N = 1, 
then M= 1 and N = 0 (since C, being large forces Ma 1). But then either 
H, = B, or we can apply Lemma 4.4 to conclude H, and H, are uniformly 
separated (since in this case B’, = B; = @), which is absurd. This means we 
must have H, = B,. 
Assume the lemma for M + N < K. Suppose that M + N = K+ 1. By 
Lemma 4.4, if H, #B,, then H,\B; and H,\B; are uniformly separated. 
But now H,\B; # 0 by (ii) and Lemma 3.3. If H,\B; = 0, then some Dj is 
finite index in H, by Lemma 3.3. Because Ci was assumed to be finite index 
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if any Ci or Dj was, C, is finite index in H, and such a 0, is finite index in 
H,; so the induction is completed. We then are done with the proof unless 
H,\B; # 121. But now our induction hypothesis says that some Ci # C, and 
some 0, are finite index in H, and H,, respectively. This is actually 
impossible by (ii); so we must have had H,\B; = a and the proof is com- 
plete. 1 
We are now finally ready for 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. If H, = B,, then C, is finite index in H,. Let 
B=(i:Ci#Cl). We have H,\U. , 4R ci + C, = @ by Lemma 3.3. Hence, 
Bi = ‘Ji+y C, + C, and B; = 0 will serve our purposes. Similarly, if 
H,\B, = 0, the proof is complete. So assume H,\B, # 0, H2\B, # 0. 
Then by Lemma 4.6, we may assume C, is finite index in H, and D, is 
finite index in H,. 
Let h E H, such that h + C, ti B,. It follows that (h + C,)\B, and H,\B, 
are uniformly separated. We will show that, in fact, h + C, and H,\B, are 
uniformly separated. Because C, is of finite index in H,, this will show that 
any coset in the representation of B, which is not a coset of Ci is super- 
fluous and thus was removed from B, are the beginning of the proof. 
Now because C, is large there are nets (CA) c Ci and (yi) c H, such that 
lim CA + Y: = h. Just as in the proof of the elimination procedure, for some 
n,, if n>nn,, then cf, + yi - h + [(h + C,)\B,] and H,\B, are uniformly 
separated and, therefore, so are C,\(ci - h + B,) and H2\( -7: + B2). 
We would like to apply Lemma 4.6 to the pair (C, , H,), but we must 
first reduce H, to Hi = (C, + r,,) AH, where r, is the identity component 
of H, + H,, in order to produce the required connectedness. We knew this 
previously by Lemma 2.6 for the pair (H, , H,). In the proof of Lemma 2.6, - - 
let r, be C, and r, be H,. Here Ci + H, = H, + H, = r, + H, and so r,, is 
the clopen identity component of C, + H,. Because r, + H, = Cl + H,, 
the H, in the proof of Lemma 2.6 is just C, now, and the H, in the 
proof of Lemma 2.6 is Hi = (C, + r,) n H,. So C, = C, + r, and 
C, = Hi + r,,; so both m/C, and m/H; are connected. 
Now (CA-~ + B,) r\ C, must consist of a finite union of cosets of sub- 
groups of C, of in finite index in C, (if it is not empty). Also because 
C,\(cA - h + B,) and H,\( -YZ + 4) are uniformly separated, 
C,\(c!, - h + B,) and H;\( - yt + B2) are uniformly separated. But then by 
Lemma 4.6 the only possibility is that H;c (-7: + B,) and thus 
(C, + r,) n (H,\( -yz + B,)) = 0 for all n 2 n,. Hence, for n >n,, 
(cA+yi+C, +r,)n (H,\B,)=@ and so, letting n-r co, h+C, and 
H,\B, must be uniformly separated. Because C, is finite index in H, and h 
is any element of H, such that h + C, $ B, it follows that H1\UIes ci + Ci 
and H,\B, are uniformly separated. But then as remarked above, by (iii) 
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we must have 9 = 0 and so all C’; = C,. A similar argument shows that 
D, = D, for all j, proving the proposition. 1 
Remark 4.7. The cases H,\B, or H2\B, being empty are included for 
technical completeness here. Actually, in the application of Proposition 3.1 
to prove Theorem 0.1, this case is not an obstacle anyway as one can see in 
the proof of Lemma 2.9 where it is relevant. 
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